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	To the challenge: Come up with an innovative solution for appreciating all that snow data. Winter sports resorts, environmental prediction, water resources, animal ecology, farming... Follow your own idea and develop your business plan ! Turn around the data as you wish ! You may also combine the snow data with any kind of information such as weather forecasts, climatic measurements or even soil studies ! Drones, weather stations, other satellites, any source of information and parternship is doable.   An application, a website, a database, design your platform and define your end user to build up your start up project ! Find more information about the snow collection and start downloading the data on https://www.theia-land.fr/en/product/snow/       
	From Space: Earth Observation satellites monitor earth's surface continuously with growing accuracy. Data Terra produces data on soils, oceans, the atmosphere and every surface of the earth using European and French satellites. The Snow product indicates presence or absence of snow at the surface of the earth every 5 days in the absence of clouds, and is generated from Sentinel-2 images enhanced by atmospheric corrections (surface reflection, cloud mask). The product is currently available for the Alps, the Pyreneans and some other moutains around the globe but is potentially appliable anywhere on the planet.  The data is distributed as a 20m resolution raster file and a vector file for each zone of 12 000 km² and each acquisition date.  
	description: The snow product provides maps featuring snow presence or absence every 5 days using satellite data.
	Image1: 
	Catch Line: What can you do with all that snow ?
	challenge number: CNES#10


